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LEARNING LANGUAGES NEWSLETTER
Every quarter, on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Future Learning
Solutions – Centre for Languages produces a comprehensive newsletter
with information about what is happening in the language teaching
community. The newsletter has general information as well as subject
specific articles and stories.
If you would like to contribute or subscribe to the Learning Languages
newsletter, please contact Kath Doody, Programme Coordinator –
fls.languages@uniservices.co.nz

LEARNING LANGUAGES Facebook page - @FLS.Languages
Our social media page allows you to stay informed about what is happening
in Languages across the country – events, workshops, scholarships etc. Like
our page to remain informed and connected.

Here is a link to the New Zealand Sign Language page on the NZQA
website - New Zealand Sign Language Resource page you will find
links to all the NCEA levels, past examinations, assessments,
moderator reports etc.
NZQA NCEA internal assessment exemplars of student work - these are
not available for NZ sign language at present. Please check the website for
any updates. This provides exemplars of student work to help you with
your own judgements when marking internal assessments for your
students:

Other Resources for teachers:
•

The website, New Zealand Sign Language Teachers’
Association has valuable information for teachers. The link
https://www.teachsign.org.nz/nzslta/

•

NZQA NZSL facebook page: The link
https://www.facebook.com/New-Zealand-Sign-Language-NZQA1139871796032290/

•

NZSL Online Hub:
https://www.odi.govt.nz/nzsl/new-zealand-sign-languageonline-hub/

•

NZSL Online Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/NZSLonline/
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MODERATOR NEWSLETTERS
The link above will take you to the webpage for the Moderator Newsletters.
These will now come out twice per year, and will give you updates and
information on any changes to NCEA. Please ensure that you check this page
from time to time, as the information they provide can be very important and
have a significant effect on the way you are assessing your students. The
moderator newsletters are for ALL languages in the learning languages area.
Examples from 2017 – 2018 include:

September 2018
Evidence requirements for standards
NZQA encourages innovative ways of collecting student evidence that may be used
for assessment purposes. This could include evidence that contributes to multiple
standards (integrated assessment), or different modes of collecting evidence such
as blogs, video clips, etc.
Teachers are reminded that students submitting evidence beyond the requirements
of a standard may impact on student workload. Additionally, a succinct response
addressing standard criteria is preferable to a large volume of student evidence that
may not necessarily deliver evidence of all the criteria of the standard(s) in
question.
For more information on gathering evidence, refer to Gathering evidence of
achievement.

Digital submission of Languages materials for moderation
Please see the guide to making digital submissions (DOCX, 85KB).
It is important that students in the Interaction standards are clearly identified – this is
beyond simply identifying the first speaker, e.g. if it is not video, then some sentences
in English which give an indication of what the assessed speaker says are required.

February 2017
The Ministry of Education published updated versions for the Level 3 Achievement
Standards in most subjects in November, 2016. The changes appear to be limited to a
new planned review date of 31 December 2018, and Explanatory Note 1 now including
a reference to Te Marautanga o Aotearoa for all subjects except Te Reo, English and
Learning Languages.
However, assessors are advised to check the revised Level 3 standards relating to their
programmes against the previous versions. Both the new and the previous versions
appear together on the relevant NZQA subject pages

For previous newsletters see link :
https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/ncea/subjects/languages/moderator-newsletters/february2017
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New Zealand Sign Language L7: Context elaborations
Students are expected to begin to engage in sustained interactions and produce increasingly extended texts, in which
they explore the views of others, develop and share personal perspectives, and justify, support, or challenge ideas and
opinions in different situations. Students are expected to begin responding critically to more extended and varied text
types on familiar matters.
Context elaborations are examples for teacher guidance only. They should not be used as assessment tools.
Context and
text
type
Examples showing how the student
Intercultural communicative competence

Example 1: NZSL an official language
NZSL an official language film
Context and text type
Hemi is a year 12 student who is Deaf. He gives a speech at his local marae, about New Zealand Sign language
becoming an official language, and the exciting opportunities ahead.
Text type
Speech, formal. Productive.
Examples showing how the student is:
Communicating information, ideas, and opinions through increasingly extended and varied texts
Hemi uses a formal address to introduce his speech:
TENA KOTOU+++
He uses a mix of different structures to convey information and present views. For example, simple sentences:
NZSL, ME GROW-UP EVERYDAY USE NZSL
Hemi use more extended sentences with a combination of structures. For example:
GOOD CHALLENGE ALL (you-ALL) LEARN NZSL
This is a signed text, so Hemi’s NZSL features such as affirmation, pronouns and locatives (through pointing), facial
expression and grammar, correct hand-shapes, appropriate signing space, body language, non-manual signals and
different forms of questioning, have a bearing on the overall effectiveness of the communication and must be taken into
consideration.
Hemi shows that he connects with his heritage, by using te Reo Māori, in his introduction and conclusion:
Whakawhetai ki a koe mo te matakitaki ai ki taku korero.
He shows that his understanding of the language has come from other sources:
FACT IX-me ALWAYS STILL LEARN POSS-my-own LANGUAGE LIKE NEW VOCABULARY
Beginning to explore the views of others
Hemi states the view of the audience when an important event is acknowledged:
ALL ENJOY PROUD, HAPPY WHEN OUR LANGUAGE RECOGNISE.
Hemi is also able to deliver a viewpoint that includes the input from others:
NZSL AWESOME OPPORTUNITY WHAT-for PEOPLE LEARN NZSL
5
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Beginning to develop and share personal perspectives
Hemi shares his personal view with the audience:
ME HOPE ALL LEARN NZSL, DEAF KNOW HEARING KNOW (thru) LEARN
He uses evidence to develop his argument:
FUTURE NZ HIGH SCHOOL WILL HAVE+++ WHAT NCEA, WHAT-for, NZSL point Loc1
Beginning to justify own ideas and opinions
He states how others learning NZSL would benefit himself and others:
FANTASTIC PEOPLE CAN EXPRESS THROUGH NZSL SAME COMMUNICATE+++ WITH DEAF
COMMUNICATE+++
He gives reasons to be proud of his language:
DEAF CULTURE ME mcs-IN, ME PROUD DEAF, ME INTERESTED+++ WHY mcs-PAH THIRD OFFICIAL
LANGUAGE, NZ
Beginning to support or challenge the ideas and opinions of others
Hemi challenges hearing people to examine how they are communicating with Deaf people:
BEFORE, HEARING+++ COMMUNICATE++STUCK, GIVE-UP ME WHY, ENGLISH not-MY FIRST LANGUAGE
Beginning to engage in sustained interactions and produce extended texts
Hemi uses a range of tenses to develop his argument from different perspectives. For example:
NAME IX-me fs HEMI. SIGN NAME 1h HAIR-WAVE. NZSL IX POSS-my FIRST LANGUAGE

+++ WHY mcs-PAH 3RD OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IX-loc1 NZSL.
(future tense)
FUTURE, NZ HIGH SCHOOL WILL HAVE+++WHAT, NCEA CREDIT WHAT-for NZSL.
Nms-WOW, MEAN CREDIT CAN mcs-ACCUMULATE, me future tense
A speech is an extended text. By delivering his speech, and accompanying it with appropriate NZSL features, body
language and facial expression, Hemi sustains an interaction with his audience: they construct meaning from what he
signs and, depending on their beliefs, are supported or challenged in their views.
Interpreting ways in which the target language is organised in different texts and for different purposes
Hemi uses devices typical of speech-making. For example, he uses rhetorical questions to stimulate a response in the
minds of the audience and keep them involved in the ideas he is presenting:
ME INTEREST+++

, NZSL mcs-PAH 3RD OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

Hemi uses fillers to process information:
NZSL ACT SET-UP filler-(hmm)-2007 neg filler-(umm) 2006
Opportunities for developing intercultural communicative competence
Students could explore the differences between Deaf speech making and speeches made in hearing cultures that they
are familiar with. What is the role of an interpreter? How is applause indicated?
6
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Students could explore different ways of introducing and concluding a speech. For example: by using Te Reo Māori, the
languages of the Pacific or a traditional proverb, such as “Deaf can do anything except hear”.
Students could look at the history of NZSL its development and obstacles that were overcome. They could compare the
way NZSL changes as new signs are developed with changes in another language they are familiar with.
Assessment for qualifications: Level 7
What are context elaborations?
New Zealand Sign Language L7 context elaborations: Example 2
New Zealand Sign Language L7 context elaborations: Example 3
Return to previous pageLast updated January 20, 2017
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NZSL L7: Example 2
Context and text type
Observations a student might make

Example 2: Somali culture
Somali culture film
Context and text type
Saynab, who grew up in Somalia, gives a speech to her classmates about contrasts between Somalia and New Zealand.
Text type
Speech, formal. Receptive.
Observations a student might make concerning:
Information, ideas, and opinions communicated in the text
Saynab communicates information that Muslims must eat only Halal food:
FIRST MUSLIM MAN PRAY SAY fs-ALLAH AKBAH AGAIN+++ ANIMAL NECK, CUT MEAN DEAD
CAN COOK++ NOW ALLOW EAT

FOLLOW MUSLIM LAW

Saynab gives information about the kinds of foods that Muslims are allowed to eat:
FIRST PEOPLE PRAY, FINISH
ANIMAL, LIKE list IX-finger ANIMAL-RABBIT, IX-third finger CHICKEN, IX-fourth finger SHEEP,
Saynab gives information about which animal Muslims are not allowed to eat:
Not pork
Saynab indicates contrast in NZ and Somalian cultures
NZ CULTURE point IX-loc (right), IX-loc (left) SOMALI CULTURE IX-point
Saynab gives information about the degree to which rules for Muslim clothing have to be followed.
NZ CULTURE SHORT-TOP (disapproving facial expression) SHORT SLEEVE, BLONDE, EYEBROW PIERCED,
LIP PIERCED (facial expression) ANYTHING, POSS-TEND++
SOMALI CULTURE IX-loc MUST WHAT, LONG SLEEVE, LONG DRESS, SCARF SAME ME. WHY
FOLLOW MUSLIM LAW.
How the writer supports or challenges the ideas and opinions of others
NOW ALLOW EAT WHY, FOLLOW MUSLIM LAW. FAMILY CULTURE HAND-down ++++
How the language in the text is organised for the signer’s purpose
Saynab follows the conventions of a more formalised presentation in NZSL. She uses measured signing pace,
appropriate size of signs for the situation, a classroom. She uses clear articulation and appropriate use of pausing.
, GROW-up ME, NZ CULTURE
Saynab uses formalised language, as appropriate to a formal presentation.
8
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Saynab uses pronominalised (pointing) signs, spatial reference, shoulder shift and eye gaze when she makes
comparisons between NZ and Somali dress can wear to make clear which culture she is signing about:
Saynab uses topic comment to communicate the information that New Zealand has halal food:
NZ FOOD, fs-HALAL HAVE++++, GENERAL++
Assessment for qualifications: Level 7
What are context elaborations?
New Zealand Sign Language L7 context elaborations: Example 1
New Zealand Sign Language L7 context elaborations: Example 3
Return to previous pageLast updated January 20, 2017
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NZSL L7: Example 3
Context and
text
type
Examples showing how the students
Intercultural communicative competence

Example 3: Deaf girl learns to play the violin
Deaf girl learns to play the violin film
Context and text type
Manu and Brooke have viewed a YouTube video about a Deaf girl’s determination to play the violin despite being bullied.
Text type
Informal conversation. Interactive.
Examples showing how the students are:
Communicating information, ideas, and opinions through increasingly extended and varied texts
Manu uses an extended sentence pattern with a combination of structures to communicate an opinion:
!RIGHT+++ (absolutely) !

PEOPLE STILL PUT-DOWN++ (LOC-she).

IX-you PUT DOWN+++ EXPERIENCE BEFORE
Beginning to explore the views of others
Manu asks for Brooke’s opinion:
IX-you PUT DOWN+++ EXPERIENCE BEFORE
WHAT IX-you THINK OVER MAN loc1 HELP HER loc2,
Brooke responds to Manu:
YEAH ME SEE MANY SCHOOL BEFORE, HARD++ PEOPLE GIVE-up DREAM, OTHER PEOPLE
FOCUSED/DETERMINED DREAM.
The topic of the conversation is clearly of high interest to both Brooke and Manu, as they bring personal experience to the
conversation. For example, they talk about bullying in general, and seek each other’s views. Together they decide that the
teacher and the violin player are amazing.
Beginning to develop and share personal perspectives
Manu shares his perspective on the film:
WOW INSPIRING BUT SAD
Brooke agrees and adds her perspective:
AGREE IX-she (filler-um) STRONG GIRL she.
Manu states his intention to get others to watch the clip and keep the message in his own mind. This is reinforced by
affirmative nod:
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THINK EVERYONE SHOULD WATCH (filler-hmm) IX-Loc STORY (video story about the Deaf girl).
Beginning to justify own ideas and opinions
In response to Manu’s question, Brooke expresses a personal view of the man that taught the Deaf girl to play the violin:
HARD++ PEOPLE GIVE-up DREAM, OTHER PEOPLE mcs-FOCUSED/DETERMINED
IX-HE AMAZING IX-HE. IX-ME WISH HAVE SAME MAN TEACH-me
Beginning to support or challenge the ideas and opinions of others
Manu supports Brooke’s idea about the teacher:
IX-ME AGREE IX-(loc1) MAN BELIEVE IX-SHE(loc2) CAN nms-SUCCESSFUL++
Beginning to engage in sustained interactions and produce extended texts
Manu and Brooke sustain the interaction by agreeing with each other:
Brooke: IX-SHE GREAT GIRL IX-SHE SHOW ALL (people) CAN-do. WHEN BULLIED++ PEOPLE SMASH++
VIOLIN, WHAT-do, IX-SHE TAPE+++ FIX+++ (violin).
rhq
t
IX-WHAT-do, IX-SHE TAPE+++, FIX+++
Manu: !RIGHT+++ (absolutely) !

PEOPLE STILL PUT-DOWN++ (LOC-she).

Brooke: YEAH, SEE MANY SCHOOL BEFORE HARD++ PEOPLE GIVE-up DREAM, OTHER PEOPLE mcsFOCUS/DETERMINED DREAM
Interpreting ways in which the target language is organised in different texts and for different purposes
A verb is used to express future intention to remember and use the message of the clip:
IX-me WILL KEEP-BACK-MIND (means noted).
Directional agreement verbs are used to differentiate who is teaching whom:
IX-ME WISH HAVE SAME MAN TEACH-me.
Brooke uses a filler to allow time to process information:
IX-ME AGREE IX-SHE (filler-um) STRONG GIRL IX-she
Opportunities for developing intercultural communicative competence
Students could consider the role of persistence in reaching goals. Is it equally important for Deaf and hearing people?
How could students support each other to persist? Is bullying of Deaf people the same as bullying of hearing people?
Does bullying occur for the same reasons? How can students manage being bullied?
Students could describe their own goals and talents in arts and crafts. They could investigate Deaf community members
who are involved arts and crafts and the support they have received. Students could research Deaf people who have
been successful in music and arts.
Assessment for qualifications: Level 7
What are context elaborations?
New Zealand Sign Language L7 context elaborations: Example 1
New Zealand Sign Language L6 context elaborations: Example 2
Return to previous pageLast updated January 20, 2017
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NCEA Level 2 Languages
Conditions of Assessment
General Information
Subject Reference

Languages

Domain

New Zealand Sign Language

Level

2

This document provides guidelines for assessment against internally assessed standards.
Guidance is provided on:
appropriate ways of, and conditions for, gathering evidence
ensuring that evidence is authentic
any other relevant advice specific to an achievement standard.
NB: It is expected that teachers are familiar with additional generic guidance on
assessment practice in schools published on the NZQA website. This should be read in
conjunction with these Conditions of Assessment.
This document should be read in conjunction with The New Zealand Curriculum (Ministry
of Education, 2007).
For All Standards
Internal assessment provides considerable flexibility in the collection of evidence.
Evidence can be collected in different ways to suit a range of teaching and learning styles
and a range of contexts of teaching and learning. Care needs to be taken to allow
students opportunities to present their best evidence against the standard(s) that are free
from unnecessary constraints.
It is recommended that the design of assessment reflects and reinforces the ways
students have been learning. Collection of evidence for the internally assessed standards
could include, but is not restricted to, an extended task, an investigation, digital evidence
(such as recorded interviews, blogs, photographs or film) or a portfolio of evidence.
A separate assessment event is not needed for each standard. Often assessment can be
integrated into one activity that collects evidence towards two or three different standards
from a programme of learning. Evidence can also be collected over time from a range of
12
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linked activities (for example, in a portfolio).This approach can also ease the assessment
workload for both students and teachers.
Effective assessment should suit the nature of the learning being assessed, provide
opportunities to meet the diverse needs of all students and be valid and fair.
Where manageable, and after further learning has taken place, students may be offered a
maximum of one further opportunity for assessment against an assessment standard
within a year.
Authenticity of student evidence needs to be assured regardless of the method of
collecting evidence. This needs to be in line with school policy.
Unmodified extracts from any external source should not be included without
acknowledgement of sources and will not be considered for the final achievement
judgement.

Specific Information for Individual Internal Achievement Standards
Achievement Standard Number

91799 New Zealand Sign Language 2.1

Title

Demonstrate understanding of a variety of New
Zealand Sign Language texts on familiar matters.

Number of Credits

5

Version

1

The standard involves viewing a range of texts and showing understanding of
communication on familiar matters.
A variety of texts means the context and/or purpose and/or type will be different for each
text viewed, e.g. a personal account of an unsettling experience will necessitate
demonstrating understanding of a different set of language to students discussing plans for
holiday jobs.
Contexts for the text types should arise naturally from teaching and learning. The language
in the texts viewed should not be in advance of curriculum level 7.
At this level students will show evidence of understanding language that shares
information, ideas and opinions in support of the signer’s view and/or the views of others.
Over the texts viewed there will be evidence not just of understanding information but also
of understanding ideas and opinions about events, people, places and experiences.
Structure of the tasks
Student understanding will be demonstrated in response to a question or questions about
the text. All levels of achievement must be possible for each question.
Assessing the collection of evidence
The grade will be awarded for the collection of responses to texts assessed as a whole,
i.e. each response will not be assessed individually, rather the grade will be derived from
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the overall quality of the work. Students must show that they are working consciously and
reasonably consistently at the level rather than accidentally and occasionally.
Time
The sample tasks suggest the time for each text viewed should be about two minutes.
Language
Whether a student answers in English, te reo Māori or New Zealand Sign Language,
incorrect language or grammar will only affect the award of a grade if the student’s
understanding of the text is not clear.

Achievement Standard Number

91800 New Zealand Sign Language 2.2

Title

Give a presentation in New Zealand Sign
Language that communicates information, ideas
and opinions.

Number of Credits

4

Version

1

This achievement standard involves communicating information and expressing and
justifying ideas and opinions
Content
Language should be appropriate for a presentation. Tasks should ensure that students will
have a context which requires a presentation.
The best presentations are to the point and close to the allocated times.
Development does not equal length.
Sufficiency of Evidence
Provided the evidence given meets the communicative purpose(s) of the task(s), the
length of the evidence may vary however at all times, quality is more important than
length.
Two to three minutes is a suggested guideline for appropriate length.
Where a presentation is made by a group, each person will be assessed individually.
Feedback and Feed Forward
Teachers may provide suitable feedback and feed forward during the preparation phase of
the presentation.
Teacher feedback and feed forward on student’s drafts should be holistic to ensure the
final presentation remains a true representation of the student’s ability. More than one
opportunity for feedback could compromise authenticity.
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Presentation
This presentation is delivered to an audience. This could be either a real or digital
audience, e.g. a vlog.
Communication is the focus of the assessment. The presentation may be supported by
prepared notes/cue cards/props/other supporting material/a copy of the text, but not
signed verbatim/in its entirety.
Aids to memory such as those suggested above should enhance and not detract from the
presentation.

Achievement Standard Number

91801 New Zealand Sign Language 2.3

Title

Interact using New Zealand Sign Language to
share information and justify ideas and opinions in
different situations.

Number of Credits

5

Version

1

This achievement standard involves communicating information, giving explanations or
providing evidence to support own views and/or the views of others.
Sufficiency of Evidence
A range of interactions involves at least two interactions.
Tasks should provide opportunities for students to demonstrate language use across a
range of contexts and for a range of purposes, and enable achievement at all levels.
This will mean that the context and/or purpose and/or type will be different for each
interaction, e.g. negotiating the best way to spend a Saturday evening with friends will
necessitate a different set of language to students discussing what they did in the holidays.
Provided the evidence given meets the communicative purpose(s) of the task(s), the
length of the evidence may vary however at all times, quality is more important than
length.
The collection of interactions should be assessed as a whole, i.e. each interaction will not
be assessed individually, rather the grade will be derived from the overall quality of the
work. Students must show that they are working consciously and reasonably consistently
at the level rather than accidentally and occasionally.
A total of four minutes is a guideline for this standard.
Where an interaction involves a pair or group, each person will be assessed individually.
The focus of this standard is the successful negotiation of meaning in a realistic context.
In interactions, there is a level of spontaneity not apparent in prepared signed
presentations. Students should use the language they have acquired in as natural a way
15
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as possible, i.e. not artificially using long sentences and complex structures where native
users would not naturally do so.
Features of interactions which contribute to natural communication include such things as:
referring back to things that have already been said
clarifying
negotiating meaning
using colloquial and formulaic expressions appropriate for the contexts.
Collection of Evidence
Evidence of interactions should be collected by digital video.
Language
Incorrect language/inconsistencies will only affect a grade if they hinder communication. It
is important to note that accuracy is not a criterion of this standard. In a realistic
conversation by learners of a second language errors are natural and should not be overly
penalised.
There are two features of this standard: a repertoire of language features and strategies,
i.e. students will be rewarded for contributing to and maintaining the interaction, and a
range of language.
The use of language and language features should be controlled and appropriate and not
used because students think that it is a quantity of these that will allow them to meet the
criteria. Quality is more important than quantity.
At this level students will show evidence of language to share information and justify ideas
and opinions which involves communicating information, giving explanations or providing
evidence to support own views and/or the views of others. Over the two pieces there will
be evidence not just of sharing information but of justifying both ideas and opinions.
Feedback and Feed Forward
Teacher feedback and feed forward after watching interactions may improve students
understanding of the interaction criteria for future interactions.

Achievement Standard Number

91802 New Zealand Sign Language 2.5

Title

Sign a variety of text types in New Zealand Sign
Language to convey information, ideas, and
opinions in genuine contexts.

Number of Credits

5

Version

1

This achievement standard involves signing texts that fulfil communicative intents that are
as realistic as possible, and that communicate information and express and justify ideas
and opinions.
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Text type
The context and/or purpose and/or text type will be different for each piece, e.g. a video
email to a host family, a vlog posting on the class site to share with an exchange school,
an announcement advertising NZSL language week activities.
Evidence
A range of commonly used real life resources which may be used to support drafting and
reworking could include authentic texts, native signers, exemplars and digital tools.
Students need to be aware that they cannot copy large chunks of signed text and that they
must adapt and rework the language. Students need to reference direct signed text in their
work and this will not count as evidence of language. It is inappropriate to have native
signers providing large chunks of language or correcting drafts.
Sufficiency of Evidence
A variety of texts involves at least two pieces of signing.
Tasks should provide opportunities for students to demonstrate language use in different
contexts and for a range of purposes, and enable achievement at all levels. Provided the
evidence meets the communicative purpose(s) of the task(s), the length of the evidence
may vary however at all times, quality is more important than length.
The portfolio should be about 4 minutes in total. This is a realistic expectation of the time
needed to provide sufficient evidence from which to make a judgement. At all times quality
is more important than quantity.
Collection of Evidence
Evidence of at least two text types should be collected. This ensures that the assessor
has sufficient evidence to attest that a student is working at the specified level consciously
and reasonably consistently rather than accidentally and occasionally. Selection of
evidence may be made by the student. The final selection is considered as a whole for
grade allocation.
Feedback and Feed Forward
Teacher and/or peer feedback and feed forward may be provided where drafting and
reworking is a feature of the task.
Teacher feedback and feed forward on student’s drafts should be holistic to ensure the
final product remains a true representation of the student’s ability. More than one
opportunity for feedback could compromise authenticity.
Accuracy is not a criterion of the standard and not an expectation for Excellence. Most
second language learners make errors. Complex language, with few or no errors, may
indicate that too much feedback has been given.

17
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Achievement Standard
Subject Reference

New Zealand Sign Language 2.1

Title

Demonstrate understanding of a variety of New Zealand Sign
Language texts on familiar matters

Level

2

Credits

5

Subfield

Languages

Domain

New Zealand Sign Language

Assessment

Internal

Status

Registered

Status date

19 November 2015

Planned review date

31 December 2020

Date version published

19 November 2015

This achievement standard involves demonstrating understanding of a variety of New
Zealand Sign Language (NZSL) texts on familiar matters.
Achievement Criteria
Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Achievement with
Excellence

• Demonstrate
understanding of a variety
of New Zealand Sign
Language texts on familiar
matters.

• Demonstrate clear
understanding of a variety
of New Zealand Sign
Language texts on familiar
matters.

• Demonstrate thorough
understanding of a variety
of New Zealand Sign
Language texts on familiar
matters.

Explanatory Notes
Version 1 was republished in December 2015 to update the hyperlink to the conditions of
assessment in explanatory note 6.
1

This achievement standard is derived from the Learning Languages learning area,
Communication, Language Knowledge, and Cultural Knowledge strands, Curriculum
Level 7 of The New Zealand Curriculum, Learning Media, Ministry of Education,
2007; and is related to the material in the Teaching and Learning Guide for
Languages, Ministry of Education, at http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz.

2

Demonstrate understanding involves students making meaning of NZSL by
responding in their choice of NZSL, English and/or te Reo Māori to the information,
ideas, and opinions about the events, people, places, and experiences of the sign
language that is viewed.
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Demonstrate clear understanding involves selecting relevant information, ideas, and
opinions from the texts and communicating them unambiguously.
Demonstrate thorough understanding involves expanding on relevant information,
ideas, and opinions from the texts with supporting detail; and showing understanding
of the implied meanings or conclusions within the text.
3

New Zealand Sign Language texts refers to different types of signed communications
e.g. media extracts on topics of personal and/or community interest, conversations,
short stories, reports. Some of the texts will reflect the relationship between
language and Deaf culture.

4

On familiar matters refers to regularly encountered information, ideas and opinions
that will be expressed in NZSL texts.

5

Evidence may include but is not limited to:
• clarifying information, ideas, and opinions
• summarising information, ideas and opinions
• producing, annotating, amending, and completing visual representations of ideas
(e.g. maps, sketches, diagrams).
• retelling signed statements for a different or specific purpose e.g. making a
recommendation or giving advice.

6

Conditions of Assessment related to this achievement standard can be found at
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/Resources-for-Internally-Assessed-Achievement-Standards.

Quality Assurance
1

Providers and Industry Training Organisations must have been granted consent to
assess by NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against
achievement standards.

2

Organisations with consent to assess and Industry Training Organisations assessing
against achievement standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those achievement standards.
Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference

19
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Internal Assessment Resource
Languages Level 2
This resource supports assessment against Achievement Standard
91799
Standard title:

Demonstrate understanding of a variety of
New Zealand Sign Language texts on
familiar matters

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Safety in the mountains

Resource reference: Languages 2.1A New Zealand Sign
Language
This resource:
•

Clarifies the requirements of the standard

•

Supports good assessment practice

•

Should be subjected to the school’s usual assessment quality assurance
process

•

Should be modified to make the context relevant to students in their school
environment and ensure that submitted evidence is authentic

Date version published
by Ministry of Education

May 2016

Authenticity of evidence

Teachers must manage authenticity for any
assessment from a public source, because students
may have access to the assessment schedule or
student exemplar material.

To support internal assessment from 2016

Using this assessment resource without modification
may mean that students’ work is not authentic. The
teacher may need to change figures, measurements or
data sources or set a different context or topic to be
investigated or a different text to read or perform.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91799
Standard title:

Demonstrate understanding of a variety
of New Zealand Sign Language texts on
familiar matters

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Safety in the Mountains

Resource reference:

Languages 2.1A New Zealand Sign
Language
Teacher guidelines

The following guidelines are supplied to enable teachers to carry out valid and
consistent assessment using this internal assessment resource.
Teachers need to be very familiar with the outcome being assessed by the
achievement standard. The achievement criteria and the explanatory notes contain
information, definitions, and requirements that are crucial when interpreting the
standard and assessing students against it.

Context/setting
This activity requires students to demonstrate thorough understanding of an NZSL
text on a familiar matter.
You will need to select or create a text in NZSL that ensures achievement at each
level of the standard is possible. The activity provided is only an example to show
how evidence can be collected. To ensure the authenticity of student responses, the
activity provided cannot be used without significant re-contextualisation, as the film
and indicative responses are available online.
Students should have opportunities throughout the year to gather evidence of viewing
and understanding New Zealand Sign Language. A single event would not provide
enough evidence to adequately assess achievement against the standard.
Students will provide at least two pieces of evidence throughout the year. Final
grades will be decided by the teacher using professional judgment based on a holistic
examination of a minimum of two pieces of student evidence.

Conditions
This is an individual, in-class assessment task.
Students will have been exposed to a variety of vocabulary and language structures
specific to the chosen theme and relevant to Level 7 of the New Zealand Curriculum.

Resource requirements
Video recording equipment will be required for students answering in NZSL.
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Additional information
This resource material should be read in conjunction with:
the Senior Secondary Teaching and Learning Guides for Languages:
http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz/
Authenticity considerations are on NZQA website:
http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-andmoderation/assessment-of-standards/generic-resources/authenticity/
NCEA Level 2 Languages NZSL Conditions of Assessment:
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/.

URL for film: Safety in the mountains
Film
This assessment activity requires students to watch a film about safety in the
mountains, demonstrate thorough understanding of the text and complete a series of
responses to questions. The film will be shown three times: the first time, the students
will watch the film as a whole. The second and third times, students will view the film
in sections, with a pause after each. Before the film begins, students will have a short
time to preview the questions.
As students watch, they may make notes. You may choose to provide preformatted
sheets for students to use when making their notes.
The questions can be answered in either NZSL or English or te reo Māori. However,
answers given in NZSL must not be lifted directly from the film because the purpose
of the task is to assess comprehension, not recall. Comprehension of information
must be demonstrated.
Students who choose to answer in NZSL must be recorded in such a way that their
responses are not able to be seen and copied by others who are doing the task at
the same time.

Questions
1. You have watched a presentation about safety in the mountains, which included
advice for planning a trip. Use information from the presentation to answer this
question as fully as you can.
What things should you plan for a trip into the mountains? Why is it important to
include these things?
What should you plan?

Why?
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2. If you were going tramping, who would you tell and why would you choose this
person? Explain what you would tell this person using information from the
presentation.
Write your answer in the box below.
Details about telling your plans.
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Internal assessment resource
Achievement standard: 91799
Standard title:

Demonstrate understanding of a variety
of New Zealand Sign Language texts on
familiar matters

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Safety in the Mountains

Resource reference:

Languages 2.1A New Zealand Sign
Language
Student instructions

Introduction
This assessment activity requires you to demonstrate thorough understanding of a
New Zealand Sign Language text on a familiar matter. You will view a film in NZSL,
then answer questions, give opinions and justify your responses based on
information in the text. The context for this activity is mountain safety.
The following instructions provide you with a way to structure your work to
demonstrate what you have learnt to allow you to achieve success in this standard.
Teacher note: Other contexts could include water safety and boating safety.
Contexts should be drawn from the teaching and learning programme so
students are familiar with the language being viewed.

Task
You will be required to complete at least two viewing activities throughout the year.
Each will be an individual in-class activity. You will view texts in NZSL and may
answer questions in either English, te reo Maori or NZSL.
The evidence collected from these viewing activities will be used to make a holistic
judgement on your overall grade.
Successful viewing involves:
understanding what you have viewed
identifying the main information / ideas
selecting the correct information to answer questions and justifying your answers
giving examples to show understanding.
Before the film begins, you will have time to preview the questions. You will watch the
film THREE times. Use the pauses to make viewing notes to help you answer the
questions.
The first time, you will view the film as a whole.
The second and third times, you will view the film in sections, with a pause after
each.
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At the end of the passage, you will have a few minutes to review your answers.
You should attempt all questions.
All work must be your own.
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Internal assessment resource Languages 2.1A NZSL for Achievement Standard 91799
PAGE FOR TEACHER USE

Assessment schedule: Languages 91799 New Zealand Sign Language - Safety in the mountains
Evidence/Judgements for Achievement

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement with
Merit

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement with
Excellence

The student demonstrates understanding of a
variety of New Zealand Sign Language films on
familiar matters.
The student submits evidence from two tasks in
different contexts and for different purposes.
The student views two films in NZSL and responds
to the information, ideas and opinions about the
events, people, places and experiences viewed.
The student makes meaning of the messages in the
text. Overall, the message being conveyed is
understood. The response is consistent.

The student demonstrates clear understanding of a
variety of New Zealand Sign Language films on
familiar matters.
The student submits evidence from the two tasks
from different contexts and for different purposes.
The student views two films in NZSL and responds
to the information, ideas and opinions about the
events, people, places and experiences viewed.
The student demonstrates a clear understanding of
the messages in the text by selecting relevant
information, ideas and opinions from the text and
communicating them unambiguously.

The student demonstrates thorough understanding
of a variety of New Zealand Sign Language films on
familiar matters.
The student submits evidence from the two tasks
from different contexts and for different purposes.
The student views two films in NZSL and responds
to the information, ideas and opinions about the
events, people, places and experiences viewed.
The student demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the messages in the text by
expanding with supporting detail on relevant
information, ideas and opinions from the film and
showing understanding of the implied meanings or
conclusions within the text.

For example (note this is a partial extract only):
Question 1
• The route should be planned because it needs to
be manageable.
Or question 2
• I would tell Mum or a close friend the route so
they can find me.

For example (note this is a partial extract only):
Question 1
• The route should be planned to be manageable
because of possible dangers.
Or question 2
• Tell Mum because she would know if I was
missing. I’d tell her how long I would be away.

The examples above are indicative samples only.
The examples above are indicative samples only.

For example (note this is a partial extract only):
Question 1
• The route should be planned to consider
everyone’s fitness and alternative ways to get
back. Why? Safety is our responsibility.
Or question 2
• I would leave a list for Mum so she could tell the
police everything. If I was late, I want to be found
quickly. Mum would contact the police
immediately.
The examples above are indicative samples only.

The final grade will be decided using professional judgement based on a holistic examination of the evidence provided against the criteria in the
Achievement Standard.

This resource is copyright © Crown 2016
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Achievement Standard
Subject Reference

New Zealand Sign Language 2.2

Title

Give a presentation in New Zealand Sign Language that
communicates information, ideas and opinions

Level

2

Credits

Subfield

Languages

Domain

New Zealand Sign Language

4

Assessment

Internal

Status

Registered

Status date

19 November 2015

Planned review date

31 December 2020

Date version published

19 November 2015

This achievement standard involves giving a presentation in New Zealand Sign Language
(NZSL) that communicates information, ideas, and opinions.
Achievement Criteria
Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Achievement with
Excellence

• Give a presentation in New
Zealand Sign Language
that communicates
information, ideas, and
opinions.

• Give a convincing
presentation in New
Zealand Sign Language
that communicates
information, ideas, and
opinions.

• Give an effective
presentation in New
Zealand Sign Language
that communicates
information, ideas, and
opinions.

Explanatory Notes
Version 1 was republished in December 2015 to update the hyperlink to the conditions of
assessment in explanatory note 4.
1

This achievement standard is derived from the Learning Languages learning area,
Communication, Language Knowledge, and Cultural Knowledge strands, Curriculum
Level 7 of The New Zealand Curriculum, Learning Media, Ministry of Education,
2007; and is related to the material in the Teaching and Learning Guide for
Languages, Ministry of Education, at http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz.

2

Give a presentation involves communicating information, and expressing and
justifying ideas and opinions in culturally appropriate NZSL.
Communication is achieved overall, despite inconsistencies in relation to:
• articulation of signs
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•
•
•
•
•

vocabulary choice
sign order (syntax)
facial grammar and expression
use of space for reference
fluency and pace of delivery.

Give a convincing presentation involves developing and connecting information,
ideas, and opinions in NZSL that is generally credible. A range of language and
language features that are fit for purpose and audience are selected and used.
Communication is not significantly hindered by inconsistencies.
Give an effective presentation involves developing and integrating information, ideas,
and opinions in NZSL that is controlled. A range of language and language features
that are fit for purpose and audience are capably selected and successfully used.
Communication is not hindered by inconsistencies.
3

Communicates information, ideas and opinions may include but is not limited to:
• explaining and/or responding to images and/or cultural practices
• telling a story or stories
• reflecting on family or personal or everyday events
• exploring hopes and dreams
• describing reactions to experiences.

4

Conditions of Assessment related to this achievement standard can be found at
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/Resources-for-Internally-Assessed-Achievement-Standards.

Quality Assurance
1

Providers and Industry Training Organisations must have been granted consent to
assess by NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against
achievement standards.

2

Organisations with consent to assess and Industry Training Organisations assessing
against achievement standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those achievement standards.
Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference
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Internal Assessment Resource
Languages Level 2
This resource supports assessment against Achievement Standard
91800
Standard title:

Give a presentation in New Zealand Sign
Language that communicates information,
ideas and opinions

Credits:

4

Resource title:

Eighteenth birthday

Resource reference: Languages 2.2A New Zealand Sign
Language
This resource:
•

Clarifies the requirements of the standard

•

Supports good assessment practice

•

Should be subjected to the school’s usual assessment quality assurance
process

•

Should be modified to make the context relevant to students in their school
environment and ensure that submitted evidence is authentic

Date version published
by Ministry of Education

February 2016

Authenticity of evidence

Teachers must manage authenticity for any assessment
from a public source, because students may have
access to the assessment schedule or student exemplar
material.

To support internal assessment from 2016

Using this assessment resource without modification
may mean that students’ work is not authentic. The
teacher may need to change figures, measurements or
data sources or set a different context or topic to be
investigated or a different text to read or perform.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91800
Standard title:

Give a presentation in New Zealand
Sign Language that communicates
information, ideas and opinions

Credits:

4

Resource title:

Eighteenth birthday

Resource reference:

Languages 2.2A New Zealand Sign
Language
Teacher guidelines

The following guidelines are supplied to enable teachers to carry out valid and
consistent assessment using this internal assessment resource.
Teachers need to be very familiar with the outcome being assessed by the
achievement standard. The achievement criteria and the explanatory notes contain
information, definitions, and requirements that are crucial when interpreting the
standard and assessing students against it.

Context/setting
The context for this activity is that students will be attending a Deaf friend’s 18th
birthday party, where they have been asked to give a 2 minute speech in New
Zealand Sign Language. This activity requires them to prepare an effective speech and
deliver it.

Conditions
Speeches will be given in front of the class. They will be recorded for assessment
purposes. They should be about 2 minutes in length, but quality is more important
than quantity.
Students may work alone, in pairs, or in a group. Where two or more students
construct and perform a speech together, each must have a significant role in both the
creation and presentation so that there is sufficient evidence for assessment of
individual performance.
When delivering their speeches, students may have prepared notes, cue cards,
props, other supporting material, or a copy of the text with them, but they may not
read directly from their notes. If they do so, they will not have met the standard.
Provide specific details on
recording presentations on an electronic device
naming files
storing files
•

backing files up securely in accordance with your school’s NCEA policies and
procedures.
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Resource requirements
Video recording equipment

Additional information
This material should be read in conjunction with
the Senior Secondary Teaching and Learning Guides for Languages:
http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz/
Authenticity considerations are on NZQA website:
http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-andmoderation/assessment-of-standards/generic-resources/authenticity/
NCEA Level 2 Languages NZSL Conditions of Assessment:
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91800
Standard title:

Give a presentation in New Zealand
Sign Language that communicates
information, ideas and opinions

Credits:

4

Resource title:

Eighteenth birthday

Resource reference:

Languages 2.2A New Zealand Sign
Language
Student instructions

Introduction
You are attending a Deaf friend’s 18th birthday party and have been asked to give a
signed speech at the event. This assessment activity requires you to prepare and deliver
your speech. In it, you need to communicate information, and express and justify ideas
and opinions, including the views of others.
Teacher note: The context for this activity can be easily adapted. For example: a
speech at a wedding, a wedding anniversary, a graduation ceremony or a
farewell for a friend.

You are going to be assessed on how convincing and effective your speech is.

Task
Prepare a signed speech for a Deaf friend’s 18th birthday party. Your preparation
should include research on party speeches.
Your speech should:
communicate information and ideas
explore the views of others
provide evidence to support ideas and opinions.
In your speech, you could include, for example:
research about changes in society since your friend was born
a description of your friend and his/her qualities
at least one story related to your friendship
•

your hopes for your friend’s future

You will present your speech to your class. It will be recorded for assessment and
moderation purposes. It should be about 2 minutes in length, but quality is more
important than quantity.
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Teacher note: Students could be given the choice of working alone, in pairs, or in a
group. If so, modify the above sentence and make it clear that where two or more
students construct and perform a presentation together, each must have a
significant role in both the creation and presentation so that there is sufficient
evidence for assessment of individual performance.

All work must be your own.
You may not use the language samples from the assessment schedule in your own
work without substantial modification.
When delivering your speech you may have prepared notes, cue cards, props, other
supporting material, or a copy of the text with you, but you may not read directly from
your notes. To do so will mean you have not met the standard.
Teacher note: Clarify for your students the length of time both in and out of class
they will have to prepare their speeches.

At the specified time, deliver your speech to the class.
For more guidance, see Resource A.
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Resource A:
Characteristics of quality communication and presentation
Quality communication
effectively communicates and justifies opinion(s) and/or information and/or ideas
that are relevant to the tasks
uses language and cultural knowledge appropriate for the task and the intended
audience
uses language appropriate to the text type
uses appropriate formats and styles
develops and connects the opinions, information, and ideas to produce an
integrated whole
gives examples and makes comparisons to illustrate points
gives convincing reasons and explanations
has a clear sequence in the content
uses connecting signs.
A quality presentation will:
give information that is interesting and appropriate to the audience
have a clear sequence
express your information, ideas, and opinions clearly
develop and link your information, ideas, and opinions
give examples, comparisons, and points of view to illustrate what you are saying
show effective presentation skills
communicate successfully, avoiding inconsistencies which could hinder
communication, for example, in articulation of signs, vocabulary choice, sign
order (syntax), facial grammar and expression, use of space for reference,
fluency and pace of delivery.
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Internal assessment resource Languages 2.2A NZSL for Achievement Standard 91800
PAGE FOR TEACHER USE

Assessment schedule: Languages 91800 New Zealand Sign Language - Eighteenth birthday
Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
The student uses NZSL in a signed presentation
to express and justify information, ideas and
opinions, in order to inform and entertain guests
at a friend’s 18th birthday party.
Communication is achieved overall, although it
may be hindered by inconsistencies in some
places.
Cultural conventions are used if appropriate.
The length of the presentation is about two
minutes.
For example:
Film
The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Merit

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Excellence

The student uses NZSL in a convincing signed
presentation to express and justify information,
ideas and opinions, in order to inform and
entertain guests at a friend’s 18th birthday party.
There is development of the information, ideas,
and opinions, which is generally expressed in a
credible and connected way.
A range of language and language features are
selected and used in a way that fits the specific
purpose, using cultural conventions if appropriate.
Communication is not significantly hindered by
inconsistencies.
The length of the presentation is about two
minutes.

The student uses NZSL in an effective signed
presentation to express and justify information,
ideas and opinions, in order to inform and entertain
guests at a friend’s 18th birthday party.
There is development of the information, ideas, and
opinions, which is generally expressed in a
controlled and integrated way.
A range of language and language features are
capably selected and successfully used in a way
that fits the specific purpose, using cultural
conventions if appropriate.
Communication is not hindered by inconsistencies.
The length of the presentation is about two minutes.
For example:
Film

For example:
Film

The examples filmed are indicative samples only.
The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

Final grades will be decided using professional judgement based on a holistic examination of the evidence provided against the criteria in the
achievement standard.

This resource is copyright © Crown 2016
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Clarifications for Level 2 Languages
Presentation
Show: Languages Homepage | All Languages clarifications

Give a spoken presentation that communicates information, ideas and
opinions
Updated December 2016. The section on feedback and feed forward has been updated.

Feedback and feed forward on drafts
Teacher feedback and feed forward on students’ drafts should be holistic to ensure that
the final product remains a true representation of the student’s ability. More than one
opportunity for feedback will compromise authenticity. Complex language, with few or no
errors, may indicate that too much feedback has been given.
Language should be the student’s own work. Resources should be used appropriately,
and large chunks of lifted language should be either avoided completely or referenced
and not included in the assessed work.

Content
These standards involve communicating information and expressing and justifying ideas
and opinions. There should be evidence of each of these within the presentation.
The best presentations are to the point and close to the allocated times. Development
does not equal length. Suggested time for a level 2 presentation is two minutes.
The purpose of this presentation is delivery to an audience. This could be either a face to
face or an online audience. Tasks should ensure that students will have a context which
requires a presentation as opposed to a piece of writing, e.g. a video/podcast application
for a place on an exchange.

Communication and Language
As this is a spoken presentation, inconsistencies do not relate solely to errors in
vocabulary or grammar. Inconsistencies in communication may relate to the following:
language features, pronunciation, intonation, rhythm patterns, delivery speed, audibility,
stress patterns, or tones. Incorrect language/inconsistencies will affect the grade to the
extent that they hinder communication.
Language features should be taken into account when allocating a grade. A speaker who
speaks very quickly without pausing appropriately for new sentences may have a
presentation which would receive Excellence as a piece of writing, but which will receive
a Merit for this standard. Inconsistencies in delivery speed and stress patterns may
mean that the communication of the message is hindered. Delivery may ultimately affect
the grade.
The nature of the language features used will also be determined by the fact that this is
a spoken presentation, e.g. at level 2 this could be the use of rhetorical questions.

Delivery of presentation
Cue cards/text should only be used for support, and students may not read their
presentation in its entirety. If they do so, they cannot be awarded the standard.
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Achievement Standard
Subject Reference

New Zealand Sign Language 2.3

Title

Interact using New Zealand Sign Language to share
information and justify ideas and opinions in different
situations

Level

2

Credits

Subfield

Languages

Domain

New Zealand Sign Language

5

Assessment

Internal

Status

Registered

Status date

19 November 2015

Planned review date

31 December 2020

Date version published

19 November 2015

This achievement standard involves interacting using New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL)
to share information and justify ideas and opinions in different situations.
Achievement Criteria
Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Achievement with
Excellence

• Interact using New
Zealand Sign Language to
share information and
justify ideas and opinions
in different situations.

• Interact using convincing
New Zealand Sign
Language to share
information and justify
ideas and opinions in
different situations.

• Interact using effective
New Zealand Sign
Language to share
information and justify
ideas and opinions in
different situations.

Explanatory Notes
Version 1 was republished in December 2015 to update the hyperlink to the conditions of
assessment in explanatory note 6.
1

This achievement standard is derived from the Learning Languages learning area,
Communication, Language Knowledge, and Cultural Knowledge strands, Curriculum
Level 7 of The New Zealand Curriculum, Learning Media, Ministry of Education,
2007; and is related to the material in the Teaching and Learning Guide for
Languages, Ministry of Education, at http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz.

2

Interact using New Zealand Sign Language involves communicating information,
giving explanations or providing evidence to support own views and/or the views of
others.
Communication is achieved overall, despite inconsistencies in relation to:
• articulation of signs
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•
•
•
•
•

vocabulary choice
sign order (syntax)
facial grammar and expression
use of space for reference
fluency and pace of delivery.

Interact using convincing New Zealand Sign Language involves interaction showing:
• use of a range of language that is fit for purpose and audience
• generally successful selection from a repertoire of language features and
strategies to maintain the interaction.
Communication is not significantly hindered by inconsistencies.
Interact using effective New Zealand Sign Language involves interaction showing:
• use of a range of language that is consistently fit for purpose and audience
• skilful selection from a repertoire of language features and strategies to maintain
the interaction.
Communicationis not hindered by inconsistencies.
3

Different situations includes a selection of informal and formal, social, conversational,
cultural, routine, and impromptu or unrehearsed contexts.

4

Interactions are characterised by:
• a genuine purpose
• negotiating meaning
• initiating and maintaining
• participating and contributing
• contextually appropriate language
• use of cultural conventions
• use of interactive strategies such as fillers, questioning, interrupting, recognising
cues, agreeing and disagreeing, thanking, encouraging, apologising, pausing,
prompting, seeking clarification.
Not all characteristics may be evident in one interaction. Interactions could be faceto-face or technologically facilitated.

5

The quality of the texts, considered as a whole, is more important than the length.

6

Conditions of Assessment related to this achievement standard can be found at
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/Resources-for-Internally-Assessed-Achievement-Standards.

Quality Assurance
1

Providers and Industry Training Organisations must have been granted consent to
assess by NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against
achievement standards.

2

Organisations with consent to assess and Industry Training Organisations assessing
against achievement standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those achievement standards.
Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference
38
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Internal Assessment Resource
Languages Level 2
This resource supports assessment against Achievement Standard
91801
Standard title:

Interact using New Zealand Sign Language
to share information and justify ideas and
opinions in different situations

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Work and leisure

Resource reference: Languages 2.3A New Zealand Sign
Language
This resource:
•

Clarifies the requirements of the standard

•

Supports good assessment practice

•

Should be subjected to the school’s usual assessment quality assurance
process

•

Should be modified to make the context relevant to students in their school
environment and ensure that submitted evidence is authentic

Date version published
by Ministry of Education

February 2016

Authenticity of evidence

Teachers must manage authenticity for any assessment
from a public source, because students may have access
to the assessment schedule or student exemplar
material.

To support internal assessment from 2016

Using this assessment resource without modification may
mean that students’ work is not authentic. The teacher
may need to change figures, measurements or data
sources or set a different context or topic to be
investigated or a different text to read or perform.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91801
Standard title:

Interact using New Zealand Sign
Language to share information and
justify ideas and opinions in different
situations

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Work and leisure

Resource reference:

Languages 2.3A New Zealand Sign
Language
Teacher guidelines

The following guidelines are supplied to enable teachers to carry out valid and
consistent assessment using this internal assessment resource.
Teachers need to be very familiar with the outcome being assessed by the
achievement standard. The achievement criteria and the explanatory notes contain
information, definitions, and requirements that are crucial when interpreting the
standard and assessing students against it.

Context/setting
The contexts for this activity are work, leisure and careers. The activity requires
students to interact using effective New Zealand Sign Language to share information
and justify ideas and opinions in different situations including the opinions of others.
They will present a portfolio of a minimum of two interactions for assessment. Each
student’s personal contribution to all interactions should total about 4 minutes, but
quality is more important than quantity.
If you have access to a native signer, one of the interactions could take place
between the student and the native signer.
The interactions should be kept together in an electronic portfolio. You and your
students may decide to keep learning logs to go with the selection of interactions, but
this is entirely up to you.

Conditions
Although some interactions will be in pairs or groups, each student’s work must be
assessed individually.
Methods for recording interactions could include using a smart phone, a tablet, a
computer with suitable software and a video camera. The recording of the
interactions must be of good enough quality to ensure that all participants can be
seen clearly. It must be stored in a safe and accessible location with secure backup.
Students will be rewarded for contributing to and maintaining the interaction. Their
range of language in the interactions is not shown through grammatical structures but
rather through their ability to use a range of appropriate language and conversational
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strategies to share and justify information, ideas and opinions in different situations
and maintain and sustain the interaction.
Provide specific details on
recording interactions using an electronic device
naming files
storing files
•

backing files up securely in accordance with your school’s NCEA policies and
procedures.

Your overall judgement will be made on the basis of the total evidence contained in
the recordings, and should embody confidence that the student is working at that
level reasonably consistently rather than accidentally and occasionally.

Additional information
This material should be read in conjunction with
The Senior Secondary Teaching and Learning Guide for Languages
http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz/
Authenticity considerations are on NZQA website:
http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-andmoderation/assessment-of-standards/generic-resources/authenticity/
NCEA Level 2 Languages NZSL Conditions of Assessment:
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91801
Standard title:

Interact using New Zealand Sign
Language to share information and
justify ideas and opinions in different
situations

Credits:

5

Resource title:

Work and leisure

Resource reference:

Languages 2.3A New Zealand Sign
Language
Student instructions

Introduction
This activity requires you to present a portfolio of a minimum of two interactions
conducted in New Zealand Sign Language. Interactions will be in pairs or groups, but
your work will be digitally recorded and assessed individually. You are to take part in
and digitally record at least two signed interactions about work, leisure and careers.
In your interactions you will:
select language to communicate effectively and clarify meaning between yourself
and the people you are talking to, taking into account the purpose and audience
express and justify opinions, including the opinions of others, with examples and
references
begin appropriately, participate actively, keep the interaction going, clarify
meaning when necessary, and encourage the involvement of the person
interacting with you
use your language and cultural knowledge to communicate and interact
appropriately with your audience.
You are going to be assessed on how effectively you interact using NZSL to share
information and justify ideas and opinions in different situations.
Your interactions must be recorded. Methods include using a smart phone, a tablet, a
computer with suitable software and a video camera. The recording of these
interactions must be of good enough quality to ensure that all participants can be
seen clearly. The recording must be stored in a secure, accessible location.
Interactions will be in pairs or groups, but your work will be assessed individually.
Your interactions will not be evaluated individually but altogether as a single piece of
evidence. Your personal contribution to the interactions should total about 4 minutes,
but quality is more important than quantity.
Use conversational strategies, where appropriate. These are very important for the
overall quality of your interactions. Strategies include using fillers, asking questions,
interrupting, recognising cues, agreeing and disagreeing, thanking, encouraging,
repeating, apologising, pausing, prompting, seeking clarification.
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All work must be your own.
You may not use the language from the language samples in the assessment
schedule unless it has been significantly reworked.
Interactions will take place throughout the year, during or at the end of a relevant
programme of work.

Task
The following scenarios provide the contexts for interactions about work, leisure and
careers. These are only suggestions about what you might discuss.
Teacher note: The following three contexts are examples only. If possible, add
one or more of your own, reflecting areas that you focus on in your teaching and
learning programme, or special experiences that your class have had in the
course of the year.

Discussion with friend/s about subject choices and possible careers
It is subject choice time for next year. Discuss with your friend/s the subjects you are
going to take next year and why. You might discuss the pros and cons of the job you
would like to have when you leave school, the rate of pay, the hours, and any other
advantages of particular jobs. You’ll need to make sure you share information and
ideas, including the opinions of others, and that you justify the ideas and opinions
you share.

Conversation about leisure time
Discuss how you and your friends spend your leisure time and what is important to
you. Share information and ideas, including the opinions of others, about teenagers
in New Zealand and what you find important and/or worrying and/or exciting. You’ll
need to make sure you justify ideas and opinions you share.
You could carry out this task face to face or through the use of social networking
tools.

Interview about part-time work
Your teacher is worried that perhaps students are doing too much part-time work.
S/he suggests you discuss the part-time work you do, the reasons you do it, and the
advantages and disadvantages of your job. If you don’t have part-time work you
could talk about what would be your ideal part-time work or justify why you are not
working part-time. You’ll need to make sure you share information and ideas,
including the opinions of others, and that you justify ideas and opinions you share.
Submit the recordings of a minimum of two interactions for assessment.
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Internal assessment resource Languages 2.3A NZSL for Achievement Standard 91801
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Assessment schedule: Languages 91801 New Zealand Sign Language - Work and leisure
Evidence/Judgements for Achievement

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Merit

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Excellence

The student interacts using NZSL to share
information and justify ideas and opinions in
different situations.
The student provides recordings of at least two
signed interactions in different situations with
realistic purposes.
The student’s overall contribution to the total
interactions is about 4 minutes.
Interactions are characterised by the appropriate
use of language features and strategies, such as
fillers, asking questions, interrupting, recognising
cues, prompting, thanking, repeating, inviting
agreement or disagreement, and seeking
clarification. Cultural conventions are used where
appropriate.
Communication is achieved overall, although it may
be hindered in some places by inconsistencies.

The student interacts using convincing NZSL to
share information and justify ideas and opinions in
different situations.
The student provides recordings of at least two
signed interactions in different situations with
realistic purposes.
The student’s overall contribution to the total
interactions is about 4 minutes.
A range of language is used that fits the specific
purpose and audience for each interaction.
The student maintains interactions through the
generally successful selection from a repertoire of
language features and strategies, e.g. fillers, asking
questions, interrupting, recognising cues,
prompting, thanking, repeating, inviting agreement
or disagreement, and seeking clarification. Cultural
conventions are used where appropriate.
Communication is not significantly hindered by
inconsistencies.

The student interacts using effective NZSL to share
information and justify ideas and opinions in
different situations.
The student provides recordings of at least two
signed interactions in different situations with
realistic purposes.
The student’s overall contribution to the total
interactions is about 4 minutes.
A range of language is used that consistently fits
the specific purpose and audience for each
interaction.
The student maintains interactions through skilful
selection from a repertoire of language features and
strategies, e.g. fillers, asking questions,
interrupting, recognising cues, prompting, thanking,
repeating, inviting agreement or disagreement, and
seeking clarification. Cultural conventions are used
where appropriate.
Communication is not hindered by inconsistencies.

For example:
Film

For example:
Film

The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

For example:
Film
The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

Final grades will be decided using professional judgement based on a holistic examination of the evidence provided against the criteria in the
Achievement Standard.

This resource is copyright © Crown 2016
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Interact
Show: Languages Homepage | All Languages clarifications

Interact to share information and justify ideas and opinions in different
situations.
Updated December 2016. This document has been updated to include language features.

Language Features
A repertoire of language features and strategies to maintain the interaction is required
for this standard. For this reason, it does not produce evidence towards this standard if
students write and learn scripted role plays by heart, or otherwise prepare the total
interaction beforehand. Indicators of the ability to maintain an interaction will not be
evident in such exchanges.
Features and strategies such as pausing, negotiating meaning, prompting, seeking
clarification, etc. can only be seen in evidence when the student is unaware of all
questions that are asked, and has not prepared all answers. For this reason, the use of
cue cards would also render evidence invalid.
Interactions where students can react in a genuine way, and where they are able to
naturally control the direction of the interaction, give students the opportunity to meet
the criteria.

Range
The standard calls for a minimum of two interactions, and these must be in different
situations. This will mean that the context and/or purpose and/or type will be different
for each interaction, e.g. negotiating the best way to spend a Saturday evening with
friends will necessitate different language from from a discussion of what students did in
the holidays.
Assessing the collection of evidence
The grade will be awarded for the collection of interactions assessed as a whole, i.e.
each interaction will not be assessed individually - the grade will be derived from the
overall quality of the work. Students must show that they are working consciously and
reasonably consistently at the level, rather than accidentally and occasionally.
The sample tasks suggest about four minutes interaction in total for level 2.

Language
Incorrect language/inconsistencies will only affect a grade if they hinder communication.
It is important to note that accuracy is not a criterion of this standard. In a realistic
conversation by learners of a second language, errors are natural and should not be
overly penalised.
Whilst inconsistencies that do not affect communication will not affect the grade, for
Excellence, there needs to be sufficient language, outside the language with errors, that
contributes to the criteria of the successful use of a range of language.
At level 2 students need to move beyond simply supplying information and into justifying
expressed ideas and opinions. This can be done by giving evidence or explanations which
support these views and/or the views of others. Over the collected evidence there will be
evidence of both sharing and justifying.
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Achievement Standard
Subject Reference

New Zealand Sign Language 2.5

Title

Sign a variety of text types in New Zealand Sign Language to
convey information, ideas, and opinions in genuine contexts

Level

2

Credits

Subfield

Languages

Domain

New Zealand Sign Language

5

Assessment

Internal

Status

Registered

Status date

19 November 2015

Planned review date

31 December 2020

Date version published

19 November 2015

This achievement standard involves signing a variety of text types in New Zealand Sign
Language (NZSL) to convey information, ideas, and opinions in genuine contexts.
Achievement Criteria
Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Achievement with Excellence

• Sign a variety of text
types in New Zealand
Sign Language to convey
information, ideas, and
opinions in genuine
contexts.

• Sign a variety of text
types in convincing New
Zealand Sign Language
to convey information,
ideas, and opinions in
genuine contexts.

• Sign a variety of text types in
effective New Zealand Sign
Language to convey
information, ideas, and
opinions in genuine
contexts.

Explanatory Notes
Version 1 was republished in December 2015 to update the hyperlink to the conditions of
assessment in explanatory note 7.
1

This achievement standard is derived from the Learning Languages learning area,
Communication, Language Knowledge, and Cultural Knowledge strands, Curriculum
Level 7 of The New Zealand Curriculum, Learning Media, Ministry of Education,
2007; and is related to the material in the Teaching and Learning Guide for
Languages, Ministry of Education, at http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz.

2

Sign a variety of text types in New Zealand Sign Language involves signing texts that
fulfil communicative intents that are as realistic as possible, and that communicate
information, and express and justify ideas and opinions. It also involves organising
information in a linguistically and culturally appropriate format and style, and may
include:
• drafting
• reworking over a period of time.
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Communication is achieved overall, despite inconsistencies, such as:
• articulation of signs
• vocabulary choice
• sign order (syntax)
• facial grammar and expression
• use of space for reference
• fluency and pace of delivery.
Sign a variety of text types in convincing New Zealand Sign Language involves
developing and connecting information, ideas, and opinions in NZSL that is generally
credible. A range of language and language features are selected and used that are
fit for purpose and audience. Communication is not significantly hindered by
inconsistencies.
Sign a variety of text types in effective New Zealand Sign Language involves
developing and integrating information, ideas, and opinions in NZSL that is
controlled. A range of language and language features that are fit for purpose and
audience are capably selected and successfully used. Communication is not
hindered by inconsistencies.
3

Genuine contexts refers to real-life rather than contrived or artificial situations. Where
situations involve simulation, the simulation should be as realistic as possible:
i.e. plausible, rather than contrived.

4

Variety refers to a range of different texts created for different audiences and
purposes.

5

The quality of the texts, considered as a whole, is more important than the length.

6

A range of commonly used real-life resources may be used to support drafting and
reworking.

7

Conditions of Assessment related to this achievement standard can be found at
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/Resources-for-Internally-Assessed-Achievement-Standards.

Quality Assurance
1

Providers and Industry Training Organisations must have been granted consent to
assess by NZQA before they can register credits from assessment against
achievement standards.

2

Organisations with consent to assess and Industry Training Organisations assessing
against achievement standards must engage with the moderation system that applies
to those achievement standards.
Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) reference
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Internal Assessment Resource
Languages Level 2
This resource supports assessment against Achievement
Standard 91802
Standard title:

Sign a variety of text types in New Zealand
Sign Language to convey information,
ideas, and opinions in genuine contexts

Credits:

5

Resource title:

The moral of the story

Resource reference: Languages 2.5A New Zealand Sign
Language
This resource:
•

Clarifies the requirements of the standard

•

Supports good assessment practice

•

Should be subjected to the school’s usual assessment quality assurance process

•

Should be modified to make the context relevant to students in their school
environment and ensure that submitted evidence is authentic
Date version published
by Ministry of Education

February 2016

Authenticity of evidence

Teachers must manage authenticity for any assessment
from a public source, because students may have access to
the assessment schedule or student exemplar material.

To support internal assessment from 2016

Using this assessment resource without modification may
mean that students’ work is not authentic. The teacher may
need to change figures, measurements or data sources or
set a different context or topic to be investigated or a
different text to read or perform.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91802
Standard title:
Sign a variety of text types in New
Zealand Sign Language to convey
information, ideas, and opinions in
genuine contexts
Credits:
5
Resource title:
The moral of the story
Resource reference:
Languages 2.5A New Zealand Sign
Language
Teacher guidelines
The following guidelines are supplied to enable teachers to carry out valid and
consistent assessment using this internal assessment resource.
Teachers need to be very familiar with the outcome being assessed by the
achievement standard. The achievement criteria and the explanatory notes contain
information, definitions, and requirements that are crucial when interpreting the
standard and assessing students against it.

Context/setting
A group of exchange students is coming to New Zealand to experience life,
language, and culture. Your students are to billet them.
This activity requires students to sign a variety of text types in NZSL to introduce the
exchange students to the school and New Zealand prior to their arrival and to keep in
touch after they leave.
After consultation with you, students will sign a number of texts, including at least one
from each list in Resource A.
Using this same theme, you might also collect evidence for the presentation
standard, for example, about the school (buildings/subjects/people), things to do in
your town, a welcome speech, or a documentary style presentation of our education
system.

Conditions
As part of regular teaching and learning, students sign a variety of texts, both “free”
(spontaneous) and “controlled” (prepared). Students need sufficient opportunity to
sign a range of texts for a range of purposes, from which they can make a selection
for final submission.
Although stages of preparation include brainstorming, outlining, drafting, revising,
and proof reading, only the final signing is required as evidence (though students
could be asked to save earlier signing in case authenticity needs to be established).
Signing must be presented as electronic files.
A system needs to be devised for collating this evidence, for example, on the school
intranet, or other digital storage. This could be negotiated with students.
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After negotiation with you, students select a minimum of two texts from their
collection of signed texts and submit these for assessment. This selection must
demonstrate language use across a range of contexts and for a range of purposes.
The total over the texts should be approximately 4-6 minutes.
You will consider all pieces submitted before making an holistic judgement. Each
piece will not be assessed separately, but considered in as much as it contributes to
the whole portfolio.
Students need to be made aware of the success criteria and of the level and
complexity of language required at Level 7 of the NZ Curriculum. Feedback and feedforward is also part of normal classroom practice and gives a clear indication to
students of the level at which they are working.
At all times quality is more important than quantity.
Provide specific details on
recording signing using an electronic device
naming files
storing files
•

securely backing up files in accordance with your school’s NCEA policies and
procedures.

Resource requirements
A range of resources to support drafting and reworking could include the NZSL
dictionary app, NZSL resource books, search engines, and people (friends, family, or
native signers).

Additional information
This material should be read in conjunction with
the Senior Secondary Teaching and Learning Guides for Languages
http://seniorsecondary.tki.org.nz/
Authenticity considerations are on NZQA website:
http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers-partners/assessment-andmoderation/assessment-of-standards/generic-resources/authenticity/
NCEA Level 2 Languages NZSL Conditions of Assessment:
http://ncea.tki.org.nz/.
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Internal Assessment Resource
Achievement standard: 91802
Standard title:
Sign a variety of text types in New
Zealand Sign Language to convey
information, ideas, and opinions in
genuine contexts
Credits:
5
Resource title:
The moral of the story
Resource reference:
Languages 2.5A New Zealand Sign
Language
Student instructions
Introduction
This assessment activity requires you to sign a minimum of two texts that convey
information, ideas, and opinions for exchange student users of sign language who
are coming to New Zealand.
You are going to be assessed on how effectively you use NZSL to communicate
opinion(s) and/or information, and/or ideas in at least two different text types.

Task
A group of exchange student users of sign language is coming to New Zealand to
experience life, language, and culture. You and your family are to billet a student and
introduce her/him to school and to New Zealand.
This assessment activity requires you to communicate with your exchange student
using NZSL before she/he arrives and to keep in touch after they have left.
The length of the texts may vary. The total length (across the texts) should be
approximately 4-6 minutes. However, quality is more important than quantity.
The work you submit must be your own. You may not copy or otherwise reuse
language that has been created by someone else, nor may you ask someone else to
do any signing for you.
Unmodified extracts from any external source may not be included without
acknowledgement of sources and will not be considered for the final achievement
judgement. You may not use the language samples from the assessment schedule in
your own work without substantial modification.
The signing will take place throughout the year, during or at the conclusion of a
relevant programme of work.
Teacher note: Insert date for final submission here.

In consultation with your teacher, choose at least one text type from each of the lists
in Resource A.
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Use your language and cultural knowledge to create texts that are appropriate for the
scenario and the visitor. In your texts, you will communicate information and express
and justify ideas and opinions.
Draft and rework your signing over time. You may use resources such as the NZSL
dictionary app, NZSL resource books, search engines and people (friends, family, or
native signers) but you may not ask someone else to correct your signing.
See Resource B for information on quality signing.
Select and submit the final version of a minimum of two texts for assessment. Texts
must be submitted in electronic form.
Save all drafts of your signing. You may be asked to verify the authenticity of your
work by doing further signing in class time.
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Resource A: Possible text scenarios
LIST A
1. Sign a vlog to your billet introducing yourself, family, leisure activities, and hopes
for the future.
2. List ten things they need to bring to New Zealand with them and give reasons.
3. Sign a presentation using an annotated map of the school, giving locations and
subject information.
4. Explain a school day and week in New Zealand.
5. Make a chart of all holidays in New Zealand and sign a paragraph to explain the
significance of a New Zealand public holiday, for example, Waitangi Day.
6. Research and sign a paragraph of three “must do” activities in your area.
7. Share your opinions for numbers 4, 5, or 6 on a class vlog or online discussion
forum.

LIST B
1. Make a mini online NZSL dictionary explaining common Kiwi expressions and
idioms.
2. Sign hot tips on “What to Do” or “What Not to Do”, for example, how to dress for
different occasions, behave in the classroom, and/or at a rugby match.
3. Explain how to get around, for example, public transport.
4. Sign a presentation about our currency, purchasing power and value for money.
5. Explain support systems available in your school, for example, the nurse, dean,
or counsellor.
6. Sign a fun multi-choice quiz, for example, “Are you a typical Kiwi?” with a
summary underneath for those who have mostly A, mostly B, mostly C answers.
7. Sign a vlog to your billet explaining some aspects of kiwiana and explain some of
the things they can expect to see/do or try (for example, swimming between the
flags, eating a hangi, not going to school on Saturday morning etc).

LIST C
After the exchange group has left:
1. Retell a traditional story in your own words, and explain the moral of the story, for
sharing with your billet.
2. Sign a presentation on the benefits of language learning or student exchanges.
3. Contribute to your school website in NZSL, for example, key personnel,
daily/weekly organisation, timetable, sports, cultural, musical activities, so that
next year’s exchange students can get information prior to their visit.
4. Describe and comment on a current event in New Zealand for sharing with your
billet.
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Resource B: Quality signing
Quality signing:
effectively communicates information and expresses and justifies ideas and
opinions that are relevant in the context
uses language and cultural knowledge appropriate for the task and the intended
audience
uses language appropriate to the text type
uses appropriate formats and styles
develops and connects the opinions, information, and ideas to produce an
integrated whole
gives examples and makes comparisons to illustrate points
gives convincing reasons and explanations
clearly sequences information and ideas
uses connecting words
uses language expected at Level 7 of the NZ Curriculum (Your teacher will
provide examples of language at this level).
Quality signing may also show knowledge of cultural aspects of Deaf culture in order
to make comparisons where appropriate.
Communication is not hindered by inconsistencies in, for example, articulation of
signs, vocabulary choice, sign order (syntax), facial grammar and expression, use of
space for reference, fluency and pace of delivery.
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Internal assessment resource Languages 2.5A NZSL for Achievement Standard 91802
PAGE FOR TEACHER USE

Assessment schedule: Languages 91802 New Zealand Sign Language – The moral of the story
Evidence/Judgements for Achievement

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Merit

Evidence/Judgements for Achievement
with Excellence

The student uses New Zealand Sign Language to
communicate and justify opinion(s) and/or
information, and/or ideas in at least two different
text types in realistic contexts.
The texts fulfil the communicative intents of the
tasks and are characterised by the selection of
language and language features fit for the task
and audience for each text type.
Communication is achieved overall, although it
may be hindered by inconsistencies in some
places. The overall length of text types is
approximately 4-6 minutes.

The student uses convincing New Zealand Sign
Language to develop and justify opinion(s) and/or
information, and/or ideas in at least two different
text types in realistic contexts.
Opinions, information, and ideas are generally
expressed in a credible and connected way. A
range of language and language features is used
that fit the specific purpose and audience for each
text type.
Communication is not significantly hindered by
inconsistencies.
The overall length of text types is approximately
4-6 minutes.

The student uses effective New Zealand Sign
Language to develop and justify opinion(s) and/or
information, and/or ideas in at least two different
text types in realistic contexts.
Opinions, information, and ideas are expressed in
a controlled and integrated way. A range of
language and language features is capably
selected and successfully used to fit the specific
purpose and audience for each text type.
Communication is not hindered by
inconsistencies.
The overall length of text types is approximately
4-6 minutes.

For example:
Film

For example:
Film

The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

For example:
Film
The examples filmed are indicative samples only.

Final grades will be decided using professional judgement based on a holistic examination of the evidence provided against the criteria in the
achievement standard.

This resource is copyright © Crown 2016
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